CENTURYWISE LTD
OWNERS MANUAL
PORTABLE ABRASIVE BLASTING UNIT
MODEL : C50L

UNIT 2, HNG HOUSE, STUART ROAD, BREDBURY
STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE, SK6 2SR
TEL : 0161 494 6801, FAX : 0870 123 1542

To view our Sandblasting Tutorial, and
our Guide to setting up Blast Cleaning
Equipment . Please visit YouTube & type
Centurywise in the search box
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WARNINGS
When using Centurywise portable abrasive blasting equipment -

1) The maximum recommended working pressure of this machine is 110 psi/ 8 bar. Never connect the
machine to an air supply in excess of this pressure rating. However, a minimum inlet pressure of 5 bar / 75
psi is required to active the remote control valve.
2) Never attempt to wheel the machine over rough or uneven ground as there is a danger of the machine
falling over and injuring the operator.

3) When lifting the machine always use the lifting lugs provided. Do not lift using other parts of the machine
i.e. handle or remote valve.
4) Always disconnect all hoses before attempting to move the machine and ensure the machine is empty of
abrasive.
5) Always ensure control hoses are connected the right way around.

6) Always ensure that the hand hole is tightly fastened and does not leak.

7) Internal type hose couplings or nozzles designed to locate inside the blast hose are dangerous and must
not be used.
8) Always check all air hose and blast hose connections are secure as loose or leaking hoses are a safety
hazard.
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9) Blasting operations can generate noise levels which can be damaging to the ears. It is essential that the
operator, pot tender and other persons in the area are warned and wear suitable ear defenders.
10) Abrasive ricochet and dust levels generated by blasting can also be dangerous. Suitable protection
equipment must be worn. Operator protection standards must take into consideration the composition
coatings to be removed to determine their toxicity, as well as type of abrasive being used.
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11) When operating blasting equipment precautions must be taken by signs or otherwise to prevent
unauthorised access to the blasting area. Should unauthorised persons enter, the machine must be stopped by
either the deadman handle or via the machine stop.
12) It is essential that clean air and adequate volume is supplied to the air fed helmet prior to operation. It is
important to note that no filters can remove carbon monoxide from the air supply. Never position mobile air
compressor where there is any chance of exhaust fumes entering the breathing air supply. Failure to site the
compressor in an open space can cause operators to breath fumes and suffer from potentially serious carbon
monoxide poisoning.
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13) A back thrust is created by the action of the compressed air passing through the nozzle. Always ensure
that the operator has a safe stance and firm hold of the blast hose/ nozzle holder prior to operation.
14) Never place hands or fingers near the pip up valve/ filling orifice of the machine. Always depressurise
unit before performing any maintenance or loading of abrasive is performed.
15) Always keep clear of the exhaust from the remote control valve, as sudden release of pressure can be
dangerous.
16) When purging the machine by closing the choke or if the abrasive metering valve is opened fully severe
surging can occur in the blast hose and cause a potentially dangerous situation.

17) Always ensure when shutting down the machine and before performing any maintenance that the air
supply to the machine is turned off. Precautions should be taken to prevent any accidental turning on of the
air supply.
18) Consult the health and safety data on all abrasives prior to use.

Operating and Maintenance Instructions
Model C50L
Setting up Instructions
1) Locate the blast machine in a stable position on level ground.
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2) Ensure the machine is adequately earthed if required by local regulations by connecting a suitable
earthing strap to the machine leg.
3) Close the abrasive metering valve.

4) Open the choke valve by positioning the handle in line with the valve body. This valve should remain in
the open position for all normal operations.
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5) Open the safety stop mini ball valve on the remote control valve by positioning the handle in line with the
valve body.
6) Securely connect the remote line / twinline hoses to their respective couplings. Green to the lower
connection on the remote valve and the inlet on the dead man handle. The yellow to the top connection on
the remote valve and to the return from the dead man handle. Most types of dead man are fitted with a
restrictor to reduce the amount of air escaping, the feed from the remote valve should always go to the
restricted side of the deadman.
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7) Check that the sealing ring in the abrasive filling orifice is in good condition and correctly positioned.
8) Check the pop-up valve is in position and in good condition.
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9) Check that the inspection hatch / door assembly is securely bolted in position and that the gasket is in
good condition, correctly seated in the coupling and in place.
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10) Check that the blast hose coupling gasket in the pot coupling at the base of the machine is in good
condition and correctly seated in the coupling.
11) Check the blast hose to be used in in good condition along its entire length/s.

12) Ensure that the blast hose ends are cut square and are located fully into the coupling and the nozzle
holder and up to the retaining shoulders within and that all the required hose retaining screws are in good
condition and firmly in place.
13) Check that all the hose coupling gaskets are in good condition, properly seated and secure. Connect the
first length of the blast hose to the pot coupling at the base of the machine and ensure that each coupling is
secured with a latching wire located through the hole in the marrying coupling. If no integral means of wire
latching is provided, use split pins through the corresponding holes to ensure that no accidental parting of
the couplings can occur.
14) Lay out the blast hose from the machine to the work area, ensuring no tight curves or kinks occur.
Ensure that the hose is protected from damage by any passing traffic/ forklifts etc.

15) Lay out the remote control lines/ twinline along the length of the blast hose and secure the dead man
handle to the blast hose adjacent to the rear of the nozzle holder ensuring that the dead man is in good
condition and operates freely.
16) Secure the remote/ twin lines to the blast hose at 1 metre intervals by using the hose ties. Take care not
to compress the hose by over tightening.
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17) Select a suitable nozzle and check that it is in good condition and has no internal blockage. Insert a new
nozzle gasket into the seat of the nozzle holder and screw the nozzle into the holder until it is fully hand
tight down on to the gasket.
18) Ensure the dead man handle is in the open position on top of the machine.
19) Check that a sieve or cover is safely in position on top of the machine.
20) Start and operate the compressor according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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21) Ensure that the compressed air valve on the compressor is closed and connect a suitable length of
approved compressed air supply hose to the outlet valve, first ensuring that the required couplings and
gaskets are in good condition.
22) Ensure that the connection is tightly secured.
23) Take secure hold of the free end of the air supply hose, direct into a safe area and carefully slightly open
the outlet valve to expel and dirt and / or moisture from the hose.
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24) Turn off the compressor outlet valve.
25) Connect the coupling at the free end of the air supply to the blast machine inlet. Ensuring all gaskets are
in good condition. Check the connection is tightly secured.
26) Refer to the helmet manufacturer’s owner’s manual and connect the helmet to the breathing air supply.
A petcock / ball valve is provided on the remote control valve for a ¼ ” air feed should this be required.
27) Close the drain cock on the bottom of the remote control valve.
28) Open the drain on the bottom of the water separator to allow condensation to escape.
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Operating Instructions
1) Having carried out the setting up instructions, prior to the initial loading with abrasive, turn on the
compressed air supply to the machine at the compressed air supply outlet valve.
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2) Adjust the drain cock on the water separator to give a constant slight bleed off of air - water vapour.
3) Turn on the breathing air supply to the helmet.

4) Ensure that the breathing air supply hose is adequately protected to prevent it becoming accidentally
trapped, nipped or broken.
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5) Position danger warning signs around the operation and outside the perimeter of excessive noise levels
and abrasive ricochet and dust fall out.
6) The blasting operator must now don protective clothing, sturdy garments, ear defenders and air fed
helmet.
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7) Ensure all personnel within the vicinity are adequately protected.
8) Set pressure regulator to required …. Turn T-bar clockwise to increase pressure
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9) Close the mini ball valve / machine stop on the remote control valve by turning the handle at right angles
to the petcock valve body.
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10) The operator must first check that no one has entered the marked area of operation and then firmly take
a secure hold of the nozzle holder and blast hose, at all times directing the hose at the work surface.
11) Close the dead man handle and compressed air will pass through the nozzle.
12) Release the dead man handle and air will cease to pass through the nozzle.
Centurywise Ltd., Unit 2, HNG House,
Stuart Road, Bredbury, Stockport, SK6 2SR
Tel : 0161 494 6801, Fax : 0870 123 1542
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Filling the Blast Machine with Abrasive ready for Operation

1) Open the mini ball valve / machine stop on the remote control valve by turning the handle in line with the
valve.
2) Check that the abrasive metering valve is set to required position..
3) Ensure that the safety sieve is securely in position.

4) Load the selected material into the machine through the sieve. This will flow into the machine through the
filling orifice in the centre of the concave dish. Never overfill the machine as this can cause problems with
the seal of the pop-up.
5) Never place your hands near the pop-up valve whilst the machine is connected to a compressed air
supply.
6) Fit the pot cover to the top of the machine.

7) Close the mini ball valve / machine stop on the remote control valve by turning the handle at right angles
to the petcock body.
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N.B. IN EMERGENCIES THE OPENING OF THE MINI BALL VALVE/ MACHINE STOP WILL
DEPRESSURISE THE MACHINE AND HALT AIR FLOW TO THE NOZZLE.

8) The operator should then ensure that no one is in the vicinity of the work area and take secure gold of the
nozzle holder and blast hose and direct the nozzle at the work surface.
9) Close the dead man handle and the machine will pressurise and air will pass to the nozzle.
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10) The pot man should gradually open the abrasive metering valve to introduce abrasive into the air stream.
Adjust the valve to maintain the minimum of abrasive into the air stream.
11) To stop the blasting operation the operator releases the lever on the dead man handle or the pot tender
can open the mini ball valve / machine stop on the remote control valve.
N.B. If the machine is not to be used for some time, then the machine should be emptied of abrasives to
prevent unnecessary blockages due to condensation.
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Shut Down Procedure

1) Open the mini ball valve / machine stop on the remote control valve.
2) Ensure the operator has first removed his air fed helmet, then turn off the compressed air supply at the
outlet valve.
3) Ensure that all lines are empty of pressure before disconnecting hoses.
Centurywise Ltd., Unit 2, HNG House,
Stuart Road, Bredbury, Stockport, SK6 2SR
Tel : 0161 494 6801, Fax : 0870 123 1542
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Maintenance

All blast cleaning equipment is subject to abrasive wear, therefore it is essential to operate a preventative
maintenance programme. The degree of wear is variable and is dependant upon many factors - type and
grade of abrasive, blasting pressure, nozzle size, operator expertise etc - these factors should be taken into
consideration when planning regular maintenance schedules. The following checklists are a basic guide to
assist in planning maintenance programmes.
N. B. Ensure that the machine is disconnected from the compressed air supply before commencing any
maintenance procedures.

Maintenance Check List - Setting Up and after Four Hours Use.

1) Check condition of all the air hoses, connections and gaskets for signs of wear and replace as necessary.
2) Check condition of pop-up ‘O’ ring. Replace if there are signs of wear.
3) Check condition of the safety sieve and replace if worn or damaged.
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4) Check the condition of the pop-up valve and replace if there is any sign of wear.

5) Check the condition of the exhaust manifold and silencer and exhaust pipe work and replace if necessary.
6) Check condition of silencer core and replace if worn or blocked.
7) Check condition of water separator, check drain and filter.
8) Check blast hose for signs of wear or damage and replace with new if required.
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9) Check the blast hose couplings and gaskets for signs of wear and replace if necessary. Ensure that all
retaining screws are in good condition and in place.
10) check that all blast hose connections are securely fastened and that the latching wires are correctly
located in the holes of the marring coupling or that split pins are in position in the marrying holes.
11) Check the condition of the nozzle holder for wear and replace with a new one if necessary.
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12) Check that the nozzle holder gasket is in good condition and ensure that it is in good position. Replace
with new if it shows signs of wear.
13) Check the nozzle for blockages, wear or damage and replace with a new one if necessary.
14) Ensure the nozzle is securely located into the nozzle holder onto the gasket.
15) Check the deadman handle to ensure free spring lever action and check that the rubber button is in place.
16) Check the abrasive metering valve for signs of wear/ leaks and replace if necessary.
Centurywise
2, HNG
17) Check the inspection door
assembly isLtd.,
fittedUnit
correctly
andHouse,
that the gasket is in position and no leaks
Stuart
Road,
Bredbury,
Stockport,
SK6 2SR
occur.
Tel : 0161 494 6801, Fax : 0870 123 1542
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Maintenance Check List - After 40 Hours

1) Remove inspection door assembly and check condition of components for wear. Replace worn items.
2) Clean out the machine, remove any foreign objects and oversize particle and check the interior for
deterioration.
3) Remove the pop-up valve and check for wear. Replace with new parts if necessary.

4) Remove the pop-up ‘O’ ring from its seat and check the seat for wear and/ or build up of contamination.
Clean out if contaminated. If corrosion to the seat is evident contact the manufacturer immediately.
5) Check the condition of the pop-up ‘O’ ring for wear, replace with new if necessary and re-fit into the
sealing ring seat.

6) Re-fit the inspection door assembly correctly and securely to ensure a good seal, ensuring the gasket is in
good condition.
7) Check the abrasive metering valve and adjust fittings for wear. Replace with new parts if worn.
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8) Check the pot coupling and gasket for wear ad replace with new if required.
Maintenance List - After 160 Hours
1) Check all fittings and threads for wear or damage and replace as required.
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2) Thoroughly check the vessel internally and externally for corrosion, damage and abrasive wear. Should
there be any such evidence the vessel should be repaired/ re-pressure tested by a component vessel repairer
or manufacturer.
Fault Analysis

A: No air or abrasive passes through the nozzle:
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1) Check that the compressor is turned on.
2) Check that the rubber insert on the deadman handle has not been lost. Replace if necessary.
3) The water separator is blocked. Check and clean if necessary.
4) Remote control valve is not working. Check that the mini ball valve / machine stop is in the closed
position.
5) Check the remote control / twin lines for loose connections or leaks.
6) Foreign objects blocking the nozzle. Remove and check but beware there may be build up of pressure in
the blast hose. Depressurise total system before checking.

B: Air but no abrasive passes through the nozzle.
1) Check that the abrasive metering valve is open.
2) Damp or large objects restricting flow at the base of the cone. Quickly close and open the choke valve. If
this fails clean out the inside of the vessel.

3) There is an air leak from the pop-up assembly, hand hole or other area causing the pressure above the
metering valve tee to be lower than the pressure below which prevents the abrasive falling through the
valve.
C: Intermittent Flow of Abrasive , Constant on/off cycle
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1) Faults as for B:
2) Abrasive valves not set correctly
3) Inspect remote valve …. Remove cover (4 bolts) , and check piston and pad for wear, check rubber
diaphragm for splits.
4) Machine supplied by wet source of compressed air.
D: Abrasive Surges from the Nozzle.
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1) Abrasive metering valve set too far open. Close gradually until the correct setting reached.
2) Choke valve is not fully open. Ensure the handle is set in the same direction as the valve/ flow of the air.
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E: Pop-up valve will not remain seated against the sealing ‘O’ ring:
1) Insufficient volume of pressure of air. Check that the air supply is sufficient for the nozzle used. Check
compressor is operating correctly.
2) Close the choke valve, if the pop-up valve then seals then insufficient air is available.
3) Check condition of filter in water separator for blockages.
4) Check operation of remote valve.
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F: Pop-up valve will not drop after depressurisation.
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1) The pop-up valve and/ or sealing ring may be worn. Inspect and replace if necessary.
2) Abrasive trapped in vertical pipe work. Strip and clean out.
3) Exhaust system not working. Exhaust may be blocked with abrasive. Strip and renew silencer core if
necessary.
G: Machine will not depressurise.
1) Check for blockages in deadmans handle or lines.
2) If it still does not depressurise or turn off after opening the petcock/ machine stop on the remote control
valve, remove and repair the remote control valve.

Centurywise Ltd., Unit 2, HNG House,
Stuart Road, Bredbury, Stockport, SK6 2SR
Tel : 0161 494 6801

CENTURYWISE C50L BLAST POT

Centurywise Ltd., Unit 2, HNG House,
Stuart Road, Bredbury, Stockport, SK6 2SR
Tel : 0161 494 6801

CENTURYWISE C50L POT PARTS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CW669

POT LID 14”

CW668

SIEVE LID 14”

CW616

POP UP VALVE c/w STEM

CW618

POP UP VALVE ‘O’ RING

CW678

WATER SEPARATOR

CW774a

REMOTE VALVE SILENCER

CW758

UNIFLO VALVE

CW761

UNIFLO VALVE EXHAUST

CW625

PRESSURE REGULATOR

CW685

FINA ABRASIVE VALVE

CW609

BALL VALVE 1.1/4”

CW621

BLAST POT WHEEL

Centurywise Ltd., Unit 2, HNG House,
Stuart Road, Bredbury, Stockport, SK6 2SR
Tel : 0161 494 6801

CENTURYWISE FINA 2 MINOR ABRASIVE CONTROL VALVE
The Minor abrasive control valve is the very
latest generation in the Fina Valve Series.
Developed from the original Fina Valve, the
Series II Fina Valve has several new features which
make it one of the most efficient and effective abrasive
valves available today.
The pipe nipple mounting system has been
upgraded to eliminate locating the mounting holes in
the nipple itself. This greatly reduces the risk of
premature internal wear occurring at the point where
the mounting bolts attach to the nipple.
A large drain plug has also been added to
provide much easier clearing of blockages within the
valve itself.
Servicing and maintenance is also simplified, as
the entire control knob and plunger assembly can be
removed from the valve body without the need to
remove the valve from the blast pot. This allows both
the plunger, urethane sleeve and the plunger seals to
be changed quickly and easily.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Centurywise Ltd., Unit 2, HNG House,
Stuart Road, Bredbury, Stockport, SK6 2SR
Tel : 0161 494 6801

Description
Spring pin : 5mm diam.
Control knob
Machine screw : 5/16 UNC
Flat washer : 8mm
Valve top body
O ring : 38.7mm
Valve plunger
Valve plunger seal
O ring : 28mm
Split pin : 3mm x12mm
Main valve body
Plug : 1" BSP
Urethane sleeve
Polyurethane gasket
Half ring clamp
Spring washer 1/4"
Socket head mach. screw
Pipe nipple 1.1/4" x 1.1/4"
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CENTURYWISE LTD., ONLINE SHOP FOR ALL YOUR SANDBLASTING EQUIPMENT, BLAST POTS,
GRIT, BLAST HELMETS, ABRASIVES, WATER SEPARATORS, PRESSURE REGULATORS, AIR
COMPRESSOR HOSES, ETC., PLUS WE SELL A GREAT RANGE OF PRESSURE WASHER PARTS ….
PRESSURE HOSES , SEALS, LANCES & POWER WASHER SPARES FOR KARCHER, LAVOR, NILFISK,
KRANZLE, ALTO, EHRLE, COMET, WESLEY, BRENDON, & CLEANWELL WASHERS.

CENTURYWISE LTD., UNIT 2, HNG HOUSE, STUART ROAD, BREDBURY, STOCKPORT, SK6 2SR
TEL : 0161 494 6801, TEL : 0870 123 1542, EMAIL : centurywise1@yahoo.co.uk
WWW.CENTURYWISE.CO.UK

